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Alex Haley tells story behind the stories
deal of researching his mother's family.
Haley was able to trace his maternal
family back 200 years. He was then able to
World-renowned author Alex Haley at- determine that his fourth grandfather was
tracted a large crowd in the chapel Thursday Kunta Kinte, a youth of Gambia, West Africa,
night. Rather than lecturing, he captured the who was kidnapped in 1767 and brought as a
audience's attention with anecdotes.
slave to the U.S.
Haley explained, "Roots was my
Commented Melissa Whitcomb ('92), "I
enjoyed his personable nature and found it mother's family. On my father's side there is
interesting to learn about his background. I a very gripping story about his mother who
was intrigued by his answers to the questions was the daughter of her master in slavery
time...whose name was Queen. [She] came
and the different areas they explored."
Haley is currently researching his father's out the complexion of her father and if you
mother. Queen, which will be presented in an saw her you would never dream she was
anything other than what we call white or
upcoming TV mini-series.
Caucasian, but in
Haley does his research on land and then
fact she was the
takes it to sea with
daughter of this
him. His love of
People often ask me, 'Did you
slave woman and
the sea stems
have any idea, did you know
grew up in the vbig
from his 20 years
house," as they
of service with
that R o o t s was going to do so
called it, as the
the U.S. Coast
well?/ and I think to myself, 'If I
servant of her halfGuard.
had known that I would have
sisters by her
Said Haley,
typed
a
lot
faster.'"
father's wife."
"I'm in the ocean
—Alex Haley
Haley comas much as I
mented that this is
possibly can be.
a
tremendous
Right now I'm
Dying to arrange to spend one month at sea drama. Queen was black but looked white.
and one month ashore around the year, [thus] However, there was a law that applied at the
six months at sea. It's such marvelous isola- time—the Virginia one drop law—[that] if a
tion. You can really get focused on what person had one drop of Black blood he or she
was considered Black.
you're trying to do."
The opening of Haley's presentation set
In 1959, Haley retired from the Coast
guard and ventured into a new career of full- the laid-back, down-to-earth tone for the
time freelance magazine writing. He pub- evening. Commented Haley, "I hear myself
lished The Autobiography of Malcom X in being interviewed and I sit there thinking to
1965. Haley then began the challenging or- myself, 4God, 1 wish I had known that Roots

by Cynthia Tanty
campus editor

Applications increase in number and
in quality for 1992-93 school year
by Jill Flanagan
news editor
Applications for the 1992-93 school
year have increased by 20 percent from last
year and 8 percent from 1990.
According to Vice President for Admissions and Student Life Dr. James
Bekkering, "We can't rest on our laurels and
say that our work is done. We are at the point
to shift gears from recruiting students who
haven't applied to working with kids who
have been accepted to choose Hope.*'
In addition, the quality of applications
seems to be increasing. The number of students applying with 3.6 to 4.0 CPAs is up to
41% from 36.7% in 1991 and 34.0% in
1990.
Said Bekkering, "1 don't want this to
convey that we are becoming elitist We
don't want to discourage people with 3.0s
from applying."
The number of applications, however,
does not guarantee higher numbers of students at Hope. We really don't know how
many of these are applying to different colleges. Ii is a ouyers market for seniors."
The college is not sure of the reason for

the increase. Bekkering has several theories.
Said Bekkering,"! am really impressed
with the number of applications that come in
saying, i have older friends at Hope and
they are really impressed with it/ I would
like to extend a note of gratitude to Hope
students who are thoughtful enough to share
and encourage Hope among younger students."
In addition to recommendations from
current students, there has been a slight
change in emphasis inrecruitmentthis year.
Said Bekkering, "We cut back on the number of high schools we visited and...made
contact with high school seniors throughout
the fall to have more significant contact with
[them]."
Bekkering also notes Hope's quality
and reputation—concerning both academics and quality of life in general—as reasons
for application increases.
Said Bekkering, "I certainly can detect
a difference in Hope's academic program
and reputation between today and ten years
ago. The number of faculty publishing hocks
. and winning research grants, the work of the

See APPLICATION page 8
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Alex Haley speaks with Paul Musherure following his talk about his
experiences in writing Roots and The Autobiography of Malcom X.
lished a scholarship fund for some students,
black and white, from his hometown area. So,
the $ 10,000 it cost to bring Haley here is being t
used to help about seven students through
college and one through graduate school.
Katherine Grace ('92) said, "It was really
intriguing. I think I would have gotten more
out of it if I had read the book. I thought it was
an entertaining evening."
When asked what advice he would give
youth today to motivate them, Haley responded
that youth today should "try and look to their
own role models. They should perceive what
abroad.
Haley puts the money he earns lecturing their potentials are and how they might be
toward an admirable cause. He has estab- able to achieve them."

would be that good back then/ People often
ask me, ^Did you have any idea, did you know
that Roots was going to do so well?/ and I
think to myself, Tf I had known that 1 would
have typed a lot faster/"
Said Kristy Arthurs ('92), "It was inspiring and funny."
Haley's writing has won him America's
two top literary awards—the Pulitzer Prize
and the National Book Award. Because of the
heavy demand for his lecturing appearances,
he travels extensively about the U.S. and

Overspending by FCA resolved with
fundraisers and outside donations
by Stephen Kaukonen
editor-in-chief
A fall semester retreat which caused the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes' (FCA) organization to overspend their 1991 -92 budget
has been resolved by an outside doner and
organizational fund raisers.
The retreat, which was the lone retreat
budgeted to FCA, was originally planned to
take place in Grand Rapids. However, since
their budget had been cut, they elected to go
on aretreatin Adrian which resulted in higher
transportation costs leading to their overspending.
According to Amy Alverson ('92) "We
always go there and our treasurer didn't think
to look at the budget to see if we were budgeted for Grand Rapids, because we had always
been going to Adrian."
Student Congress reacted to the overspending by writing a letter to FCA. According to Brad Volava ('92) "I wrote them a letter
stating that their budget had been overspent
and the typical procedure for this is that we
freeze the account, and we do not allow any
more expenditures to go into that account."
Alverson said, "[Brad Votava] told us
that a lot of groups, when they get in this

situation ask Student Congress for the money,
to get out of debt and we just did not think that
was a good thing to do, so we just told him we
were going to raise the money, and pay them
back."
She continued, "We just didn't look back
at the budget. As soon as we realized we
overspent, we raised the money and paid them
back."
The mix-up occured in the budgeting
process during which a Rich Mullins retreat
was planned by FCA, this led them to ask for
a smaller amount in travel money.
"Since we had budgeted forRich Mullins,
we had cut back on our travel." Alverson said,
"If we had realized it we could have easily
asked Student Congress for the money...for.
travel."
Since the retreat was cut, FCA was left
with a budget of only $284, which was less
than the previous year when they were budgeted for $400.
The overspending should have little effect on their future budget.
"I think they realize they made a mistake
and handled it in a responsible way and paid
the money back that they owed and apologized," said Votava, "I think the situation is
basically cleared up at this point."
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NATIONAL NEWS

Bush-Yeltsin put differences behind, look ahead
by Donald M. Rothberg

Gorbachev.

AP Diplomatic Writer,

For that reason the West, and certainly
the Bush administration, undervalued Yeltsin
far too long.

WASHINGTON (AP) They call each
other George and Boris, and the personal
Yeltsin proved his drawing power after
warmth of their Camp David meeting gave a i m i n g in Washington late Saturday afterthe world reason to hope i f s moving out of the noon for a meeting with congressional leadfearsome shadow of superpower confronta- ers. His helicopter landed on the Mall, betion.
tween the Lincoln Memorial and the WashFor a generation, the hostility between ington Monument, and Yeltsin plunged into a
the United States and the Soviet Union ren- crowd that was shouting, "Boris! Boris!"
dered the United Nations impotent and
He spent several minutes shaking hands,
spawned proxy wars across the globe.
posing for photographs and chatting with
Even periods when tensions relaxed were no more than a temporary
respite. No sooner were arms control
agreements signed than each side accused the other of finding loopholes.
The rhetoric of even the friendliest of
UNITED NATIONS (AP) It was an extraordipast summits was tinged with suspinary snapshot of the "new world order" as envisioned
cion. Each side's missiles remained
by President Bush. American, Russian, Chinese and
targeted and on alert.
other world leaders side by side, working together.
How different was this meeting
The world remains beset by poverty, injustice
between George Bush and Boris
and armed conflict, yet, as French President Francois
Yeltsin.
Mitterrand told other world leaders assembled at the
They were determined to like each
United Nations, the law of the jungle has come to
other, to put the past behind them.
an en(
^
More than that, they left the imThey set about building the new world on the
pression their pledges of cooperation
foundation of the refurbished United Nations.
were more than just words.
For the first time, it is clear that the United
Some of the credit for the success
Nations is indispensable to us all,' said Venezuelan
of Saturday's Bush-Yeltsin meeting
President Carlos Andres Perez, typifying the unanimust go to the man who wasn't there
mous sentiment at an unprecedented meeting of the
Mikhail Gorbachev.
headsofthe 15 nations on the U.N. Security Council,
It was, after all, Gorbachev who
Long more a Utopian vision, the United Nations
took the courageous first step that
only infrequently in its 46-year history has realized
destroyed the old communist order
and led to the inevitable dissolution of the hopes of mankind.
Thirty-one years ago, the late Soviet leader
the Soviet Union. The trouble was,
Gorbachev wasn't suited to lead his Nikita Khrushchev banged his shoe on the table in
own revolution to its logical conclu- anger. We ve seen nothing like that today, said
John Major, the British prime minister and current
sion.
president of the Council. Discord has been replaced
Ironically, this most Western of
Russian leaders was devoured by that by cooperation.
With the end of the Cold War, and a mutual
revolution and his downfall brought
topower a more rough-hewn Russian, commitment by the United States and Russia to cut
their nuclear arsenals roughly in half, the Security
a man far less sophisticated than

When he and Bush faced reporters after
their three-hour meeting, Yeltsin made it clear
the future of Russia and the other republics
that once made up the Soviet Union is far from
decided.
He likened the Commonwealth of Independent States to "a baby in diapers. You've
got to take care of it. You've got to handle it
carefully, so you don't drop (it)."
He conceded the republics have their
differences, but advised the West not to write
it off too quickly.
"Every time we meet... there is each
time a step forward," he said But the
greatest danger is economic.
"I think it's very hard to predict
how this will go," conceded Bush, who
credited Yeltsin with "great courage."
The moral support helps, but
Council is beginning a fresh effort to keep the peace
through an application of what is being called "pre- Yeltsin needs more than that.
"If the reform in Russia goes unventive diplomacy."
That means stopping crises from turning into der, that means there will be a cold war
wars by supplying troops to a Security Council force ... the cold war is going to turn into a hot
for the purpose of maintaining international peace and war. This is, again, going to be an arms
race," he said.
security.
Yeltsin predicted that failure of
'Today the threat of global nuclear war is more
distant than ever before in the nuclear era," Bush said, democracy to take root would lead to a
in addressing the primary reason for an optimistic return of "the same regime" just thrown
out of power in other words a return to
fresh start.
Leader of the only nation to use nuclear weapons communism.
One official who discussed the
in war. Bush said he would search for common ground
meeting on condition he not be idention slashing stockpiles.
Yeltsin, speaking just before Bush, gave every fied said Yeltsin seemed eager to brief
indication he was eager to cooperate. He said that Bush on what was happening in Russia
together, the two states are capable of making the and to have the U.S. president state that
principle of minimum defense a "fundamental law of their two countries are no longer adverexistence." The United States and Russia are not only saries.
Bush didn't disappoint him.
partners, but allies, he said.
And so, the two leaders parted on
• But lurking behind all the optimism were references to the maladies that stand in the way of a new the best of terms and making plans to
world order even if, somehow, the nuclear genie can meet again in the spring.
Given the bleak conditions in
be stuffed back into the bottle.
But the overwhelming sentiment was one of Russia today, a lot can happen between
hope, and on the day of this exceptional summit now and then. But the Camp David
meeting it enveloped the United Nations like a shining meeting showed signs of a thaw unlike
any other in the history of U.S.-Soviet
light.
relations.
tourists and area residents who had gathered
for a glimpse of the Russian leader.
Gorbachev once stripped Yeltsin of his
position in the leadership because he was
pressing the Soviet leader too hard to move
faster on the road to change.
At the time, the U.S. administration sided
with Gorbachev.
But the extraordinary moves of the last
few days, the declarations of determination
by Bush and Yeltsin to drastically reduce their
nuclear arsenals were a tribute to the Russian
president's determination to push ahead.

World leaders meet at UN: hail
historic opportunity for new order

Voters to Congress: Spare the
politics, save the economy
WASHINGTON (AP) Fix ihc economy,
fho recession.
End the
It doesn't matter how you do it, doesn't
matter whether the steps
take are con- you
s'dered liberal or conservative, doesn 't matter
whether Democrats or Republicans or Congress or George Bush get the credit.

tmuc lo repeal a user fee and a luxuryJ lax on
.

.

plc^urc boats, which critics say have slowed
boat sales.
But the biggest fights will be over the
proposed big-ticket items in the economic
package.
Will there be tax cut? If so, how big and

J u s t d o i,

•
which tax or taxes? Should Bush finally be
That, in a nutshell, is what Michigan granted his long-sought capital gains tax revoters told their members of Congress over duction? And how about health care, which
the two-month recess that ended last week everyone considers one of the nation's most
with the president s State ofthe Union address, intractable economic problems?
People are frightened, frustrated, fed
On these questions, the Michigan delegaup, Rep. David Bonior, D-Mount Clemens, tion appears to be dividing along the same
He was referring to his own constituents
in Macomb and St. Clair counties, But might
well have been speaking for everyone else,
I don^t think we can afford not to do
something," said Rep. Bob Davis, R-Gaylord,
whose sprawling district takes in a chunk of
the northern Lower Peninsula and everything
6

partisan and philosophical lines as the rest of
Congress. Democrats are demanding deeper
cuts in defense spending than Republicans
want; GOP lawmakers favor and Democrats
oppose a capital-gains tax cut; Republicans
are more skittish than Democrats about a
national health program.
They generally agree, however, that

w uMichigan lawmakers are wasting no
time sponsoring bills that they hope will become part of whatever package gets enacted:
Most of the delegation's Democrats
have signed off on legislation that would
reduce U.S. sales of Japanese cars unless
Japan s $42 billion trade surplus with this
country disappears within five years.

P0"1"* Probably wil1
Congress from
doing more than passing legislation aimed at
stopping the recession. Long-term measures
to correct more fundamental economic problems, such as the budget deficit, likely won't
be take until after the election. If at all.
And that worries Davis, who says Congress may be exaggerating its ability to revive
the economy.

Other battles with potential ramifications for Michigan's economy will be fought
The Pentagon will try again to close the Ml
tank-building plant in Warren. Efforts con-

"We have to be careful not to raise expectations too much. Just the lowering of interest
rates will probably have more of an impact
than anything we do," he said.

Pro-life groups offer counseling
to women regretting abortions
LANSING, Mich. (AP) Women who
ended pregnancies voiced regret over their
decisions on Thursday and said help is available for others grieving over abortions.
Lynn BraybrookRoelefsofHudsonville
said she still suffers guilt and receives
counseling because of her abortion more

"Getting an abortion today when you
go into the doctor's office is as casual as,
'Would you like another cup of coffee?
Would you like an abortion? Would you like
to terminate the pregnancy?"' she said,
Keitzman urged approval of a Senatepassed bill that would impose a 24-hour

than 17 years ago.
"I did not have any physical complications from my abortion, but I did suffer a
deep, severe psychological trauma. I plunged
into a depression and the guilt, and suicidal
feelings, outbursts of anger I lived and
walked through that," she said.
But the executive director for a prochoice group said their tales of post-abortion
trauma were exaggerated.
Carol King of the Michigan Abortion
Rights Action League said former U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop called psyetiological problemsresultingfrom abortion
a minor problem affecting very few women,
The American Psychological Association also has concluded that a mental health
epidemic already would have occurred if
post-abortion trauma was a problem in even
a small percent of women who have had
abortions, she said.
Karen Keiteman, executive director of
Pregnancy Counseling and Services in
Adnan, said women who later regret their
abortions need to be allowed to grieve. She
said women now are not informed.

waiting period on women seeking abortions.
It also would require that they be given
material about the development of the fetus
and the risks of abortion.
Decisions to end pregnancies are not
made on a whim, Long said.
"Anyone who talks to women when
they are making this decision knows they
have thought through very carefully what
decision is the best for them." she said.
Long said the bill amounted to requiring women toreadanti-abortionpropaganda,
"It's not as if we don't support women
getting all information. That's a practice we
practice in all of our clinics. If we're going
to talk about information, let's talk about
unbiased information," she said.
Keitzman said a network called Project
Justice offers post-abortion counseling
through 21 pregnancy counseling centers,
including several affiliated with churches
that oppose abortion.
The real aim. said Joyce Zoppi, associatedirectorof theOfficeofLifeandDignity
for the Catholic Archdiocese of Detroit, is to
stop abortions.
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WTHS gets national, international fame
MTV program
on tap for Hope
radio station

JANUAH

>V

by Beth Patrick
staff writer

Japanese radio
station to
feature WTHS
by Beth Patrick
staff writer

f

students are listening to them on WTHS radio
station.
The deal was done through Thirsty Y ear

Ward Holloway ('93), music director of
WTHS, got 15 minutes of fame...in Japan.
Last week Holloway was at the radio
station during office hours when the phone
rang. He answered the phone and a woman
with a Japanese accent asked to speak with an
American DJ.-Holloway modestly said he
was an American DJ.
The woman, with an unpronounceable
name, said she was from an FM station in
Yokohama and was doing a series about college radio in America
The woman asked if she could interview
Holloway. He was a bit taken aback, but said,

she thought all we did was party here in
Holland, Michigan.
However, then he decided the interviewer

sion show 120 Minutes,
Communications, a company
which plays alternative muwith which WTHS has good
"The
business
sic every Sunday night. Left
connections. This is the comdeal
is
like
'the
of the Dial features two or
pany that does the Snickers New
three up-and-coming alterMusic Search that WTHS has
mutual
native artists and plays sound
participated in during past
admiration
bites of each.
years.
society/"
Allman is not sure if they
Allman has listened to
—Chris
Allman
('92)
the first few programs and
got the deal because of their
considers Left of the Dial a
connection with Thirsty Year
"good program."
or because WTHS is a good
MTV has already sent the first two weeks station, but he hopes it is the latter. He beof shows to WTHS along with the posters, lieves that only about 100 radio stations were
The promotional posters sport the MTV logo, chosen for this deal.
and tell students to listen to Left of the Dial on
Thirsty Y ear called about a month ago
WTHS. Allman says they will put the posters with details of the deal and Allman jumped at
up all over campus and also post them in it. "We'd be nuts not to "he said. The promoplaces in the community, such as West Shore tion doesn't cost WTHS anything."
Mall.
Left of the Dial started playing Monday.
WTHS is also hoping MTV will send The program will be played five days a week,
sound bites of different artists saying that Monday through Friday, at 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.

"Sure." She told him he would be featured for
five days on their radio station.
Only three stations were chosen to be
featured.
She wanted Holloway to tell about the
station in general and its purpose. He told the
interviewer that WTHS is in a transition and
is trying to become more professional while
being accessible to more people by playing
more mainstream alternative music.
She also wanted to know the goals of the
station, so Holloway told her WTHS wanted
to be a station that people listened to for all
their entertainment and news. WTHS wants
to be a force in Michigan.
According to Holloway, the interviewer
seemed rather surprised at his response to
"What is it like to be a college student?"
Holloway answered that he loved it and he
loved Hope College. She answered, "Even
your studies?" Holloway said she spoke as if

was looking for more exciting news, so on the
next question he stretched the truth a little.
She wanted to know what Holloway did for
fun. He told her that he goes on dates at least
three or four limes a week.
By this time the rest of the WTHS crew,
who had been listening in on the conversation,
had figured out what was happening and
laughed at his answer.
After a few more questions, the interviewer said she would send him the tape and
that Holloway would be on Japanese radio
within the next week.
Holloway was surprised by the whole
interview and what happened did not register
until later. He did find it exciting and said he
was lucky to be "in the right place at the right
lime."
Not everyone is lucky enough to gel their
15 minutes of fame, although Holloway wishes
fame hit a little closer to home.

Hope's radio station, WTHS, has made a
business deal with MTV (Music Television).
MTV is going to promote WTHS and WTHS
is going to promote MTV.
According to Chris Allman ('92), radio
station director, "the business deal is like 'the
mutual admiration society.'"
This is the agreement: MTV sends WTHS
a program called Left of the Dial for them to
play on the radio station. In return, MTV will
send them promotional items, like posters to
publicize the radio station, and will mention
WTHS as a sponsor on MTV.
Left of the Dial is a division of the televi-

Photo by Rich Blair

Chris Allman ('92)

Photo by Rich Blair

Ward Holloway ('93)

Master Calendar provides information on Hope happenings
by Erika Brubaker
features editor
Do you ever wonder what is going on at
Hope College? Didn't quite catch it when
your proffessor told the class just when that
important lecture is going to be held?
Well, now anyone can find the answers to
these and other important questions by accessing the VAX system on campus.
This past Thursday evening, author Amy

Hempel spoke in DePree Art Gallery. An
important event that everyone knew about
and was encouraged to attend. This was the
very same evening Alex Haley spoke. Why
were two such notable people scheduled to
speak at Hope College on the exact same
evening?
"We can gel lo the library system and do
searches, we can do our electronic mail, we
can even develop your own personal menu of
things you do typically on a daily basis with

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Ifolland -- Tickets for the fourth annua! Musical Showcase, a fast-paced concert
featuring ail of Hope College's major student perfonning groups on a single stage, will
be available beginning Monday, Feb. 3.
Musical Showcase will be held on Monday, March 9, at 8 pan, in DeVos Hall in
Grand Rapids. Featured will be the Chapel Choir, College Chorus, Orchestra, Jazz
ReIatic^{^^^li[)peCollege which is openfit)m8a.rn.tpnoonand l-5p,m.Monday
.The Office is open
Friday from 10 ajn. to 6 p.m.
or area Believe in Music storea. A service charge will be added to the ticket price.

mmm
feloiimamentJao

J l l ^
Uffibert m ) and l f e n t
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the VAX," said Greg Maybury, head of the
computer and information technology center
at Hope.
Maybury explained just what it is that can
be done through the VAX system. Faculty,
staff and students can access "Campus Information, which is our Hope information system," he said. This "is an on-line resource for
faculty, staff and students. We have calendars, schedules, phone. E-mail (electronic
mail) and news all on-line, and it's updated
frequently, sometimes daily and sometimes
twice a day just so people can access the latest
information."
"If I want to take a look at the latest press
releases...it will give me [them] in reverse
order, so the latest one is first and the less
recent ones are near the end," Maybury explained.
"It doesn't print it, it's sent out through
the VAX. We don't have to use as much
paper, and what I'm trying to do is encourage
us to reduce the use of paper for environmental
reasons."
"The college will benefit in two ways.
First, we'll be environmentally aware, and
second, we'll save a lot of money on paper."
'As faculty, staff, and students start using an on-line system for electronic mail,
memos, meeting agendas, meeting minutes
11 be posted electronically so everybody
has access without sending them through the
campus mail system."
44
Also, the Where of Hope is on-line, and
that's of course updated weekly, so we can
track what is going o n o n a daily basis."
'This is available on any computer that
says 4 VAX communication.' They are all tied

together. Any computer on campus can get to
it, so any student lab in Gilmore, Dykstra,
Kollen, Van Zoeren, Peale can get to the VAX
because of our network that we have on our
campus."
"We have on-line the academic calendars for this year and next, the sports schedules for this season. We're working with the
student development office to have student
activities schedules on-line. We have our exam
schedule plus the Granberg Room in the library."
"We're going for what is called a Master
Planning Calendar, which would incorporate
all events into it. The problem is, if it gets too
large, people won't be able to find themselves
in it."
As for when this huge computer-oriented
calendar will be entirely in effect, Maybury
said, "We're hoping for this spring, and that's
a real loose time frame. We're seeing events
scheduled to next fall, and some events are
already scheduled many years in advance."
"Public Relations is the main conduit for
all events that go on on campus, so we work
very closely with them. They are a provider of
information and we bring the information in
and make it available for everyone on campus."
"So it's a matter of what is college-wide
interest. Something like a sports event would
most likely be college-wide, and the Black
Coalition events would be college-wide.
Something such as aclub meeting would not
be posted because that is so specific to a
smaller group of students."
Conflicts between events, like the Alex

See CALENDAR page 8
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Generous speaker invests in future
Alex Haley, world renowned writer and recipient of
the Pulitzer Piize and the National Book Award, and
author of Roots and The Autobiography of Malcom X,
came to campus courtesy of Student Congress, the
President's office, and the Cultural Affairs office.
This was one of the biggest names Hope has had on
campus in a number of years. He was met with a warm
welcome as Dimnent Memorial Chapel was filled to
capacity with students, faculty, administrators and the
public.
Haley spoke in a very laid-back tone, often times being
very candid and humorous, as he told anecdotes ranging
from experiences writing love letters for other crew
members on his ship while in the Coast Guard to the
discovery of his roots in West Africa.
However, with the high demand for such a renowned
author came the weighty price tag of $10,000. Where did
this money come from? How is this money going to be
used by Haley?
The majority of the money came from the President's
office and the Cultural Affairs office. The ticket revenues,
totalling $1728, also were put toward the costs of bringing
Mr. Haley. The remainder of the costs, being less than
$4000, was picked up by Student Congress.
But the main issue is not who spent what but rather
what Mr. Haley does with the money he earns from his
speaking engagements.
Haley uses a share of the proceeds to support the top
two students from the graduating class of his alma mater in
Tennessee.
The idea to support students was not totally new to
Haley when he first instigated the fund. His own father was
supported by a white resident of Henning, Tennessee, after
being forced to drop out of school due to lack of funds.
With the help or this generous resident, Mr. Haley was
able to finish his schooling at Cornell University and
consequently went on to be a professor. If it had not been
for the gift, Mr. Haley would nave returned to the life of a
sharecropper.
Alex Haley was so impressed that he started a
scholarship fund for the top white student and the top black
student from each graduating class at Henning High School.
Currently he is supporting eight undergrads and one
graduate student.
The example of generosity of Alex Haley and the
resident of Henning who supported his father, can be a
lesson from which everyone can benefit. The giving spirit
of Haley is an attribute not found in many people in today's
selfish society, and to have not only a great writer, but a
great person speak, is definitely worth the $10,000.
Student Congress and Brad Votava can take great pride
in bringing such a high-quality speaker to campus, and to
have a speaker with the humble, giving spirit such as Alex
Haley is a hig success.
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Letters to the editors
IVCF member appalled at juvenille actions
Dear editors,
1 was passing through Kollen
Hall last Thursday when 1 saw one
of the Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship's can return boxes which
someone had pried the top off of. I
looked closer and found there were
no cans left inside.
As a regular Inter Varsity
attender I am appalled at this action,
although it is not the first time this
sort of thing has happened. Let me
fill you in.
Last semester someone took one
of the boxes, which was full of cans
at the time, out of Lubbers Hall—
never to return again. (This can box
brought in more cans than any other

on campus for Inter Varsity.) Also
last semester, someone broke the
lock on the can box in Peale taking
all the cans. Going back a couple
years. Inter Varsity had the problem
of the disappearing can box. When
full it would disappear then return
later, empty.
Besides the obvious criminal
dimension to these acts and the
ethical irresponsibility of the perpetrators in stealing and destroying
private property. Inter Varsity as a
result is now looking at financial
difficulty. Their budget for the
school year has already been cut by
Student Congress to less than one
person's activity fee. Now they are

facing the losses from their primary
source of income—returnable cans.
While it is not likely that Inter Varsity will go in debt, they will be
forced to limit the activities which
they will be able to participate in.
I write this letter with a couple
hopes. One, that the people who
have been tampering with the Inter
Varsity can boxes will stop. And
two, that anyone who has information which will help track the missing
can box which disappeared from
Lubbers Hall last semester will report it to public safety.
Thank you,
A concerned Inter Varsity participant

Deep
Thoughts

grandmother was a collector of dolls,
my great-grandfather had a fetish
for motorcycles. Even though he is
almost eighty years old, my greatgrandfather still owns and operates
a motorcycle.

do not lose touch with our ancestry.
I sat there in the chapel thinking
about how much I enjoyed listening
to the stories of my great-grandparents, recalling the anecdotes
which they had told to me and realized that the stories they had told

S T E P H E N KAUKONEN
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Grandparents
The obituary read, "Mrs. Allene
Allen went to be with the Lord at the
age of 87..." 1 had an empty feeling
in my stomach as I read the paragraph long obituary of my greatgrandmother. She had just passed
away two nights previous at the age
of 87 from a stroke.
She had not been doing well
since an auto accident back in the
late '70's, but she managed to get
around with the help of her husband.
But even with her frail condition,
her death seemed sudden.
Although she is now departed
from her earthly existence, the
memories she left me with will never
leave. Til never forget the times I
spent at my great-grandparents home
which, as a child, my family and I
visited during vacations and at other
times throughout the year.
1remembertheir home, a white
house with a large green porch in
front, on which my siblings and I
used to play. And the playground
across the street which accommodated us every summer, and the many
books I used to look through at their
home.
Both my great-grandparents had
unique hobbies. While my great-

ago, I remember him giving each of
my family members a ride around
the block on the back of his motorcycle. Not too many great-grandchildren can say the same about
their great-grandfather.
But the most memorable times
were the times spent with my greatgrandmother and great-grandfather
who would tell me about their
younger years, and told me about
my mother's childhood and how she
used to be as young as I was, which,
as achild, I found difficult to believe.
My favorite stories were the
ones my great-grandfathers told
about fighting in World War II. I
remember sitting near him as he told
us about his experiences, and what it
was like to fight in a war.
This past Thursday, after I had
attended my great-grandmothers
funeral, I went to listen to Alex
Haley. Near the end of the program
there was an opportunity for the
audience to ask questions. One of
the questions asked pertained to
getting in touch with one's roots.
Alex Haley recommended that
to keep in touch with our roots we
should attempt to contact our
grandparents and have them relate
to us the stories of their past, so we

me were something to be cherished.
These stories provided me with a
picture of my roots.
Haley also encouraged the
members of the audience to tell their
grandparents, great-grandparents,
and parents how much they appreciate them for all they have done,
and to tell them that they love them.
So often we take these people
who are so dear to us for granted. A
short letter to let them know what
you are up to, or a phone call just to
check up on what is going on in the
lives of your grandparents would
definitely be welcomed.
And when you do contact them,
let them know you appreciate them,
because someday, your grandparents
may pass away, and you will only be
left with memories.
Make sure they are good
memories filled with stories of your
family's past, so you can pass them
on to your children and grandchil- *
dren.
f
I am fortunate enough to still ^
have four living grandparents who 1
can speak to about my roots, and 1 *
hope to be able to pass on my chil- *
dren and grand children the stories #
and anecdotes which has shaped our
family history.
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Author captures real life in short stories
by Brian Paige

guest writer

Photo by Rich Blair

Amy Hempel

Hailed by the New York Times book review as 4tthe most exciting of the writers of her
generation " writer Amy Hempel presented
what was surely the "other speaking event of
the year" to a standing-room only crowd in the
DePree Art Gallery last Thursday evening.
The reading, entitled "Reasons to Live"
(also the name of her first published book)
passionately dealt with a plethora of topics
through the medium of short story.
Many of her stories come from personal
experience, but with Hempel one is never
quite sure where truth ends and fiction begins.
What makes it even more difficult to
separate fact and fiction is that the work itself

is many-layered. Her stories operate on the
emotional, psychological, and philosophical
level all at the same time, but at no time does
she ever let one of these interwoven threads
dangle unintentionally.
Hempel was once told that she 4'leaves
all the right things out" of her stories, and
consequently, she creates a sense of tension
and mystery that is equivalent to holding
one's breath while a magician performs a
"death- defying trick." Also, not unlike a
magician, Hempel often concludes her stories with the unexpected, leaving the listener
with a sense of wonder.
The stories Hempel chose to read comprised a mixture of both recent and earlier
works. Thematically, many of the stories
dealt with grief and loss, but in no way was

the tone of the reading melancholy. Rather it
reflected a particular sensitivity to real life,
and the suffering and joy that goes with it. 7 Another strong underlying current in her
reading dealt with feminist issues. As Hempel
often does with her stories, however, women's
issues were also made to be men's issues, and
she writes of these together, forming the basis
on which all of life's struggles are often built.
Hempel's stories are indeed unique, exciting and surprising—but not for a woman
with an uncanny love of animals and an unfortunate fear of flying, two other real-life
qualities which are reflected in her stories.
Fascinated by "real life," Hempel'sreading was thought provoking as well as entertaining, and certainly gave the audience new
insights toward living.

Film faces the unspoken
issues of growing old today

i

statement.

by Matt Buys
arts editor
In an age where the elderly arc banished
to nursing homes, hidden in hospitals, and
ferreted out of the workplace, the film
Strangers In Good Company boldly attacks
traditionally taboo subjects: aging, geriatrics
and the fear of dying.
Following the lives of seven old ladies,
accidentally stranded in the Canadian wilderness, the film is a magnificent trip into the
minds of the dying.
As the learned Austrian Professor Paul
Feyeabend said: "In the U.S.A. the elderly are
perceived as human waste, so they act like it,
but in other countries this is not always the
case."
This film with its meaningful dialogues
on the painfulness of aging, its touching realizations, and honest viewing of death could
not be a better affirmation of Feyeabend's

The actors themselves, some in their
eighties, who act with startling integrity and
confidence, show us - not tell - how wrong we
arc discarding the aged into nice, peaceful,
happy, "rest homes." Because despite their
wrinkled necks, their sagging skin, their thick
stares, beauty shines through with staggering
force, capturing all who view the film with
eyes open. This film is crying out to the world,
demanding that stereotypes of the aged be
reassessed. Deliberately point ing out that being
old doesn't have to keep us from loving,
caring, feeling, laughing.
Strangers in Good Company will be
playing at the Knickerbocker this week, from
Friday, Feb. 7 to the following Thursday.
Perhaps before going you might ask the same
question the Director asked herself? "Who
wants to go see a movie about seven old
ladies?" Which is the focus of the film. Well,
go yourself, and you'll see why.

A First Run Features/Castle Hill Release

TWO OF THE SEVEN elderly women in Strangers In Good Company
take some time to relax under a tree while stranded together.

Girl tries to preserve life in
upcoming play by Bertolt Brecht
Hope Theatre—Opening Friday, Feb. 14,
is the Caucasian Chalk Circle by Bertolt
Brecht. This compelling tale of a young girl's
struggle to preserve life in a destructive world
is considered to be one of Brecht's finest
works.
The audience is taken on a journey through
(he Caucus Mountains of pre-Soviet Georgia
lo a world where cruelty and injustice are a
way of life. At the center of this vertigo of fear
and hatred is the young Grusha, played by
Jennifer Chilcoat ('95), a girl whose life is
lorn apart when revolution breaks out in the
province of Grusinia. Not only is she forced to
care for a small child, but her betrothed,
Simon Shashava, played by Brad L. Kruithof
^('92), must leave her to fight in the war.
,
t h e whirlwind action of his pulsating

drama comes to a moving, tearful climax as
the unpredictably dangerous judge, Azdak,
played by Stewart Leniger ('93), renders a
verdict that will decide the fate of two mothers
and a single child with the test of the chalk
circle.
Opening Friday, Feb. 14, Caucasian
Chalk Circle will be hold performances on
the 15th and run Feb. 22-25. Beginning
Monday, February 3 tickets will be sold at $5
for adults and $4 for students and senior
citizens. There will be a special student rate
on Wednesday, Feb. 22 and Thursday, Feb.
23. With proper identification, students can
take advantage of the two for the price of one
deal. Tickets are going fast, so stop by the
ticket office in DeWitt or call 394-7890 for
reservations and more information.
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winner returns
by Suzanne Greicar
staff writer
Rachel Rutter ('95) found herself at Disney World in
Orlando, Florida for three days after winning the grand prize
at Casino Night on November 22,1991.
4t
I wasn't even paying attention when they announced my
name. When someone told me 1 won I started screaming and
was totally in disbelief. It was really exciting," Rutter said.
"Everybody I knew was so sure they were going to win. 1
didn't really think I had a chance."
The winner of the trip was given the opportunity lo take
a guest. Rutter continued, "A week before the contest I had
written my brother, who is a senior in high school, and told him
that if I won I would lake him. If I couldn't take him I knew
I would take my roommate because we gel along really well."
"After winning, I called my brother in Chicago and he
was sleeping so I took my roommate, Wendy Murray ('95),
who had to miss a Jazz Band concert on Monday in order to go.
They dedicated a song for her at the concert because she was
a big part of the baritone sax section."
Rutter explained, "After I told SAC who I was going lo
lake, ihey explained all of our plans, gave us free luggage,
$200 in cash for spending money, and Mickey Mouse ears."
"We went back to our room in Dykstra to pack and were
still screaming even though it was quiet hours. We didn't get
in trouble through - they understood. Then we tried to lake a
five minute nap so we could leave at 5 a.m. It didn't work,"
Rutter admitted

Creative Dining Service introduces

"I got a lot of flack for winning and especially since I'm
a freshman. I got three phone calls the night I won from people
I didn't even know asking if they could go with me because
they had never been to Disney World. There were also four
hang-ups on our answering machine."
Rutter and Murray left for the airport by limo at 5 a.m.
Saturday morning, November 23.
"When we arrived at 11 a.m. it was so beautiful outside.
It was snowing in Holland and it was 80 degrees and sunny in

"It was really gorgeous. During our
whole trip, we couldn't believe we were
there. It was like a dream."

—Rachel Rutter ('95)
Orlando. After we got off the plane we got on the shuttle bus
and went to Magic Kingdom all day."
"We stayed at the Caribbean Hotel, located right in
Disney World. It was really gorgeous. During our whole trip,
we couldn't believe we were there. It was like a dream," Rutter
said.
"All day Sunday we went to Epcot Center. You could
spend three days there and not see everything. We concentrated on the things we really wanted lo see. We each splurged
on a $20.00 dinner in the Italy section. I have never eaten such
a nice meal."
"On Sunday night we went to Pleasure Island. You have

low-fat, low-sodium

to be 18, and we didn't have our IDs, so we had to go all the
way back to the hotel and gel them. But it was worth it because
it had a lot of clubs and bars. They have a big New Year's Eve
celebration every night where they clutter the streets with
confetti."
Rutter continued, "On Monday we went to MGM studios
where we watched stunts and saw how they filmed Indiana
Jones and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
"The most exciting thing we saw on our trip was the Space
Shuttle go up from the Kennedy Space Center on Sunday at 5
p.m. We saw the boosters come off and everything. It was so
intense. If that was the only thing I saw 1 would have been
happy."
"Wendy and I spent about $600 bucks total on souvenirs.
I overdrew my account,but it's a once-in-a-lifelime deal. And
everything is so overpriced," Rutter explained.
"We came back Monday night. The next day I had to lake
chemistry and pre-calculus tests back-lo-back which I was
supposed to take on Monday. Needless lo say I got two D's on
them. The worst part is that I look my books to Florida. But I
only opened them on the plane - which obviously didn't do me
any good."
' T o this day we still can't believe we went. I've got four
different thank you notes for SAC but none of them fully
express how thankful we are. You can't put it into words,"
Rutter explained.
"At least Wendy and I still have the memories. Whenever
we get bummed or stressed out we just pull out all the pictures
from our trip and laugh."

menu

Phelps gets healthy with new Heart Smart entrees
by Heather Mumby
staff writer
Creative Dining Services has now started
serving "Heart Smart" entrees at Phelps, which
are low in fat and sodium.
"Students were complaining that there
was too much grease and fat in the food," said
Don Hershey, production manager for
Creative Dining Services.
Elaine Colvin, registered dietician and
corporate nutritionist for Creative Dining
Services, was asked to find what foods need
to be included to make up a healthy entree.
"We just want to make sure that the
students have a healthier choice," said
Hershey.
The criteria for these Heart Smart entrees
is that they are a serving of no more than four
ounces with 300 or fewer calories. Only 30

"I hope that students
won't just come in and
grab the heart-healthy
choice. They need to choose
other foods to complement
these entrees and create a
balanced meal."

Elaine C o l v i n
percent or less of these calories can come
from fat. These entrees must also have less
than 800 milligrams of sodium.
Colvin used a special computer program
to analyze the nutritional content of the reci-

Hope students win Bach competition
Brouwer said, "It was just neat finding
by Erika Brubaker
out...People can say, 'oh you're a great pianist
features editor
at Hope,' but what does that really mean?...I
Two Hope College music students, Katy was extremely excited about it."
Grace ('92) and Anne Brouwer ('94), reBrouwer played J.S. Bach's B minor
ceived honors in the recent 1992 Lucille Toccata, a four movement piece. Brouwer, of
Mehaffie Young Artists Competition, which Elmhurst, IL, is a music education and perforwas a part of the Kalamazoo Bach Festival mance arts double major. She also has an
held at Kalamazoo College.
organ minor. Having played the piano for
Brouwer said, "Katy and I, we both made thirteen years, Brouwer hopes lo leach music
tapes during exam week duras a career.
ing Fall semester, and then
Grace, a vocal performance
"This is the first
we sent them off [lo
major, said that 'This is the first
time
I've
ever
Kalamazoo]. They detertime I've ever entered. The
mined from everybody who
entered. .. .Sol
competition is usually made up
sent in tapes who could give a
of mostly instrumentalists. So I
was really
live audition. And then they
was really pleased lo have been
pleased to have
sent a letter that said you've
chosen."
been
chosen."
been chosen for a live audiGrace performed the aria
—Katy
Grace
tion. The live audition was
"Bleed and Break" from J.S.
January 25 and then we found
Bach'sSf. Matthew Passion. She
out the next day [who won]."
has been studying voice for seven
Brouwercommented, "I think there were years, and is currently a student of Joyce
nine winners total...they say it's Morrison.
nationwide...but I think outside the state of
Grace, a native of Midland, MI, is planMichigan it's pretty much unknown."
ning on attending graduate school in vocal
The result of this competition is the chance performance. She is currently preparing for
to perform at aconcert held at Stetson Chapel her seniorrecital, which willbeheldin Wichers
at Kalamazoo College on March 8 at 3 pm. Auditorium at 8 pm on Friday, February 14.
7
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pes already being used in Phelps. From this
analysis, those that fit the criteria were placed
into the Heart Smart category. Those that
were close were changed to meet the criteria,
and new recipes were also added to the menu.

"1 would say that only about 75 percent of
the recipes have changed," said Hershey.
There are currently about 50 Heart Smart
entrees being served at Phelps.
The results of Colvin's analysis have
been put into a notebook whichis available in
the food service office in Phelps for students
to look at. This notebook not only contains
nutritional values of theHeart Smart entrees
but also of those meals which don't meet the
criteria.
Colvin met with Hope students on Monday, February 3rd, in the Maas Auditorium to
discuss the current menu and answer any
questions they had about nutrition in general.
"I hope that students won't just come in
and grab the heart-healthy choice," said
Colvin. "They need lo choose other foods to
complement these entrees and create a balanced meal."

Class organizes spring break trip
which promises food, folks and fun
by Cami Reister
staff writer
A class at Hope College is offering an
opportunity lo mix volunteer work with a
fun spring break.
Professor Robin Klay of the business
and economics department, along with the
students in her Economic Growth and Development class, are organizing an excursion
to Fort Myers, Fla. over spring break this
year where they will not only enjoy the sun
but work with other college students lo fight
world hunger.
The students will be traveling to an
experimental farm run by ECHO (Educational Concerns for Hunger Organization).
ECHO is a Christian organization dedicated
to developing agricultural techniques and
plants which will be beneficial to Third
World farmers.
A major service they provide is the
growing and distribution of seeds to the
countries at no cost. They alsoprovide training opportunities for interns, missionaries
and other support agencies.

The students will work right along with
the staff and directors of ECHO. They will
be able to choose from a number of tasks
including outside work such as planting
trees and vegetables, and working inside in
the office, the mail room or on the computer.
The participants of the trip will arrive in
Ft. Myers on Saturday, March 14, where
they will get settled in for the week. They
will have Sunday off, but will work at the
ECHO farm on Monday through Thursday.
Friday morning, a van will take them lo
Orlando where they will be able lo go lo
Disney World or enjoy some other form of
recreational activity. After spending the night
in a hotel, they will return lo Hope.
All of this will be of minimum cost to a
the participants. The travel costs will be y
covered by grant money which was received
from Michigan Campus Compact, an orga- s
nization of Michigan colleges designed to •i
foster volunteer work by students.
For more information regarding this
*
volunteer opportunity, contact Professor
Robin Klay at x7580, or look for noticcs of *
informational meetings.

Dutchman fight off Hornets

L/
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started to heat up from the three point
line. Kalamazoo's Brian Witkowski
hit his second three of the game with
The "Stingers" came lo town Wednesday
3:46 left to cut the Hope lead 76-70.
night, praying for an upset to win over the
While Kalamazoo was getting
Flying Dutchmen. Their prayers were almost
hot, the Dutchmen were cooling off,
answered. Colly Carlson C92) had to hit two
scoring only one field goal over the
free throws with seven seconds on the clock to
last six minutes and converting only
ice the win for the Dutchmen.
six of 11 from the charity stripe.
The Flying Dutchmen played without
A Hornet three-pointer and a
'
center All-American candiHope turnover with
date Wade Gugino, who is
only twenty seconds
suffering from mononucleoremaining opened
sis.
the
door
for
His presence on the court
Kalamazoo. A foul
was sorely missed as
by Hope allowed
Kalamazoo out-rebounded
Mark Bamum to go
the Dutchmen 31-27.
qf mononucleosis, and his presence is sorely missed by the Dutchmen. to the line and he
"We have got to re-escalmly nailed both
;
tablish our post game and toi L ' i :
a
free throws to knot
not very happy about his
status.
Photo by Rich Blair
night it did not happen/' said
the game at 83-83.
ft hiMko bad wifchiliir
DOUG MESECAR ('92) blocks a
Coach Glenn Van Wieren.
Aftera timeout,
Kalmazoo shot
In the first half, an inHope worked the
spired Kalamazoo team held
ball to Carlson and
iiiiiiiisiiijiiii
a slim 24-23 lead with six
said a dejected Gugino. I t wasn't so he was fouled with seven contributed 15 and 18 points respectively,
minutes left in the half. Seseconds to go.
Carlson had a career-high 35 points along
nior captain Carlson took
Carlson was money and with nine rebounds.
close, I was dying to beonl&mitj:
over, however, as he scored
the Dutchmen had their 15th
The Dutchmen travel to Kalamazoo toAnybody who knowsGuginokno
11 of the next 14 points and
win of the year.
The day for the rematch against the Hornets. It
as the doctors give him the OK. Moiwmiieosis is not somethingtofool
Hope cruised out to a 37-26
Dutchmen's MIAA record should be another spirited match-up and the
md with, and we all hope that Gugino isreadyfo
half-time lead. Before the
is now 5-1.
Dutchmen are going to have to play well to get
coming to« Civic Center near you on February
Carlson scoring surge, the
Halbert and Demasse out of Kalamazoo with a win.
by Jon Joffe
staff writer

only cheering the Hope crowd did was for a
Tom Halbert C92) reverse slam, which had
even a few Kalamazoo fans cheering.
The lead remained at 10 throughout most
of the second half, and after Jeff Demasse
('93) drained a three-pointer with 7:21 remainingandassistedonahooptoCarlson,the
score was 71-57. Things looked to be in
control for the Dutchmen.
Kalamazoo never gave up, however, and

^Ihy

'
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Women struggle in second half, fall to Adrian
35-28. We're within seven!
Mannes hit another two. We're within
five!!
It was parents day for the Lady Dutch
The players are exiled! The parents are
basketball team, and they wanted to capture exiled! And some guy in the crowd is
their first MIAA victory in front of their screaming for a travelling call against Adrian.
moms and dads.
Oh, that was me.
Well, the parents didn't get to see a win,
Well, there was no call, and Adrian scored
but they got some nice flowers out of i t
on their last possession of the half. A last
Hope started things off (Why do I always second heave by Alverson was just off the
start with "Hope started things off...."? Oh mark.
well.) with a three point play by Kristen
Half time score was 37-30 for Adrian.
Carlson ('95).
That #50 girl had 10 first half points.
Then Nicole Mayer ('92) put Hope up by
To start the second half. Crooks had a
five with a sweet J.
rebound put back that cut the lead to five.
Then the parents were happy.
But Adrian responded with two buckets.
Then Adrian scored a break away lay up.
But Hackert countered with a rainbow J.
Then Adrian scored a three point play.
But the Bulldogs replied with a basket.
Then Adrian began to pull away.
But Hackert answered with a three point
Then the parents were not happy.
play.
O.K. fine. Adrian is up 18-9. We've got
But Adrian answered back with two hoops
lo put that behind us and gel back into the (Not lo be confused with two scoops).
game.
But Crooks retaliated with a spinning
Jamie Crooks ('93) sewed inside after post move.
hauling in a "gimme that ball" rebound.
Knock. Knock.
But Adrian tossed in six more points to
Who's there?
make the score 22-11. Did I forget to mention
Orange.
that Adrian is ranked 17th in Division III?
Orange who?
'
Well, they are.
Orange you glad I didn't start this sentence
Sarah Hackert ('92) hit a three pointer lo with "But".
momentarily stop the tide, but the Bulldogs
In case you haven't been keeping track,
sent another big wave crashing down with the score was now 49-39.
two baskets from #50 (I don't remember her
Hope had trouble all game with Adrian's
name, and I don't have a program with me). trapping defense which forced 20 turnovers in
Hope took a time out, down 28-14.
the first half and 38 on the game. The BullKatie Kowalczyk ('92) nailed a three dogs used this defense to woof their way to a
pointer to chip the score to 28-17 and Amy 60-39 lead.
Alverson ('92) got the lead down to 10 on an
Hope got a basket from Shelly Visser
"Oh my gosh, when is that shot coming down" ('93) and Adrian hit a basket to drive the score
free throw.
to 62-41.
Adrian scored again, but Hope responded
For the next few minutes the price of field
with a Carlson hoop off a Hackert assist.
goals rose dramatically as neither team could
Diving defense by Mayer and Kowalczyk buy a basket.
forced and over and back call on Adrian.
An Adrian three pointer sandwiched by
Then Carlson scored a free throw, and Nicki two free throws and a basket from Carlson
Mannes ('95) got a break away lay up. Hope pushed the score to 65-45.
is right back in it.
Adrian hit a three. Criminy! They were
Adrian hit a three. Oh well.
always hitting threes!
But wait! What's this! Alverson is
D'Anne Schafer ('92) put back a rebound
jumping out of bounds to save the ball. The to get the score to 68-47.
ball caroms off the bottom of the backboard
In case you didn't realize it, there was not
and floats into the waiting hands of Mayer. much time left now. Carlson hit two more free
Mayer fires from behind the three point arc throws and Kowalczyk nailed a three pointer
and scores!
at the buzzer to end the scoring.
by Cal Hodgson
sports editor

>

Final Score: Adrian71 Hope51. (Thai's
probably all most of you wanted lo find out in
the first place isn't it.)
Jen McFarlane ('92) and #50 led the
Bulldogs with 16 points a piece. McFarlane

was last week's MIAA player of the week,
Carlson scored 12 for Hope and had 12
rebounds. Hackert added 10.
Hope plays again this Wednesday at home
against Kalamazoo.

HOPE COLLEGE
We know you have been waiting on the edge of your seats for the
answer to last weeks question:

t Q h a t do PheipS, PepSi a n d t h e
PiStOnS h a r e i n o o t n m o n ?
Well, for all of you who answered 'A' you can give yourself an
"A" in spelling, but we are looking for the best answer. (Don't
you hate it when you prof does that to you?)
Pepsi did pay $850,000 per 30 second commercial during the
Super Bowl. Unfortunately for those answering 'B' neither
the Pistons nor Phelps advertised during the Super Bowl.
If you answered 'C, please seeking psychiatric help or move
to California.
That means D' is the correct response. 'None ofthe above.'
What they do have in common is the trio will be sponsoring a
giveaway prize night at Phelps on
February 27.
The grand prize, a round trip ticket to a Detroit Piston's basketball game will be given away to quite a few lucky people,
and if your the type of person who has no Irish luck in you,
then get down to the Dow Center and practice those free
throws. They will come in handy. Of course you will have to
wait till next week to find out why.
Oh, by the way, if you are not a basketball fan do not fret, you
can still win other prizes including a walkman cassette player,
food prizes at the Kletz, free Kletz cards,
and miscellaneous Pepsi products.
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Continued from pg. 3
gether lo tie logether all the information systems, so that if I want lo know what is going
on at Calvin or Adrian or Albion, I would dial
up their information system. This will also be
available on-line once we complete our internet

Haley/Amy Hempel conflicl of January 30,
are a large part of Ihe reason why ihe College
is implemenling ibis syslem.
"We musl know what's going on long-range.
We could find out if people would call all of
the appropriate offices, but that is hard to do.
This is hopefully to make it easier for students,
faculty and staff lo not schedule conflicts with
one another."
"We have been attending some conferences involving computing and information
areas. This is a growing field. In the past two
years, this has exploded, and more and more
campuses are seeing the need to have the
national networks on campus log information
systems, which is what this is."
"We are not unique in this, and what is
happening is that campuses are working to-

connections."
"It's really exciting. When we first looked
at this, we actually were dialing into New
Mexico Stale University and looking at their
information system. We saw that this was a
good model and then we modified it. I think
we have a really nice system, from what I've
seen out there."
With all the talk of increase in tuition and
activity fees and the like, cost is a concern as
well.
Maybury said, "This is a freebie. We are
just using the computers that we already have,
the electron ic connections—we' ve al ways had

the VAX connections, so all this does is
provide a little more functionality lo your
VAX connection. So there was no cost item
except for our staff programming lime."
This calendar syslem is currently available on the campus VAX syslem. "It's been
live for just about a week and a half now."
"The idea is for people to use it. It's not
any kind of a secret. The more people that use
it, the more effective it will be."
"We're really excited about it here. A lot
of people have worked really hard on it, and it
looks really nice, I think. Of course, I'm
prejudiced. It's going to be really effective."
"It takes time. We're now waiting for
suggestions from faculty, staff, and students
on what other items should be incorporated."
Those suggestions should be directed to

\ clilsMllCll Utl is il illVill \va> lo
w i s h s D i n ^ o n c ii h u p p s hinlulax
o r io i h a n k s o m e o n e ,

li s a n

i n e x p e n s i v e v \ a \ lo hriiiluen
someone's dav
A n d I h t ' b e s t t i l i n g a b o u t it
i s t h a t it o n l y c o s t 2 5 v ' ! ! I

So what arc you waiting for?
ClassiliaK (as wol' as paymcni) may Iv
(.hopped oil al I he anchor oil ice.
Doadlme is Sumlay al 3 p.m. Please
lca\e name ami phone numhcr lor
\eriliealion purposes.

Greg Maybury al x7670.

Application
C o n t i n u e d from pg. 1

London

social sciences in preparing a Rhodes and two
Marshall Scholars: all of these come logether
lo enhance our reputation."

$375

Added Bekkering, "Prospective students
seem to perceive a quality of life that ihey find
attractive al Hope. Thai's not new here, bui
perhaps lhal difference is more stark now
between Hope and some other institutions."
Bekkering also believes it is possible thai
high school students may be hearing things
about the state institutions. Said Bekkering,
"The major research institutions do carry out
a major role; it is just a matter of how much
they can do. Students may be hearing about
ihe number ol students that take five years to
graduate or about the impersonal izalion of the
large universilies."
Of course, it is possible lhal money is
causing ihe increase. Said Bekkering, "Students may simply be looking for the best
financial aid."
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